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Key messages
 ↗ International cereal export prices increased further in February. Wheat 
and maize quotations were mainly underpinned by strong demand but 
ample global supplies and generally favourable early prospects for 2017 
crops limited the increase. International prices of rice also increased, mostly 
reflecting currency movements and expectations of stronger Basmati sales.

 ↗ In East Africa, cereal prices remained at record or near-record highs 
in February, underpinned by the sharply-reduced 2016/17 harvests 
following severe dry weather. Low water and pasture availability 
leading to the deterioration of livestock body conditions and 
destocking by farmers resulted in a sharp decline in livestock prices.

 ↗ In Nigeria, prices of staple foods, including cereals and tubers, rose 
sharply in January and reached record to near-record levels. The 
persistent depreciation of the local currency, soaring transport costs 
and civil insecurity more than offset the price downward effect from 
the 2016 above-average harvest.
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INTeRNaTIONaL CeReaL PRICes

Wheat export prices increased for the second consecutive month in february. 
the benchmark uS wheat (no.2 Hard red Winter, f.o.b.) price averaged uSD 210 
per tonne, about 5 percent up from January and slightly higher than a year 
earlier. Prices were underpinned by an increase in trade activity and continued 
concerns over the impact of dry weather conditions in key-growing areas of the 
united States of america. In the Black Sea region, price increases were mostly a 
result of stronger local currencies, while in argentina, quotations were supported 
by solid demand. However, ample global supplies and generally favourable early 
prospects for the bulk of the 2017 crops in the northern Hemisphere limited 
the increase.

International maize prices maintained a firm tone in february. the 
benchmark uS maize (no.2, Yellow, f.o.b.) averaged uSD 163 per tonne, slightly 
higher than in January and about 2 percent above the corresponding month last 
year. continued strong demand underpinned quotations in the united States 
of america and in the Black Sea region. the upward pressure was, however, 

partially offset by favourable production prospects in the Southern Hemisphere 
countries. In argentina, maize export prices declined in february with the early 
start of the 2017 harvest, which is expected to exceed last year’s record level.  

the fao all Rice Price Index (2002-04=100) rose for the third consecutive 
month in february and averaged 194 points, 2 percent higher than in January, 
mainly due to higher Basmati prices. In India and Pakistan, expectations of sales 
to the Islamic republic of Iran continued to support Basmati quotations. In India, 
prices of non-fragrant rice also increased due to a stronger local currency and 
a fast pace of Government purchases. In Viet nam, rice prices rose moderately 
with seasonal tightness compounded by disruptions from excessive rains. 
By contrast, in thailand, export prices declined slightly and the benchmark 
thai 100%B white rice averaged uSD 384 per tonne, 2 percent down from 
January. the decline reflected a slow import demand and prospects of greater 
availabilities following the resumption of Government stock releases. In South 
american countries, export prices remained relatively stable.

Cereal prices rose further in February
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DOmesTIC PRICe WaRNINgs

Prices of yellow maize rose further in February 
Prices of yellow maize continued the increasing trend of the previous months and 
were at record to near-record highs in february. Seasonal trends ahead of the 2017 
main winter harvest to begin in april were exacerbated by tight supplies from the 
sharply-reduced 2016 output. lower plantings and reduced yields because of fungal 
and viral infections were the main drivers of the estimated 20 percent decline of 
last year’s production. Early prospects for the 2017 maize crop are good reflecting 
beneficial precipitation, minimal pest infestation and Government support measures 
in the form of inputs. In an effort to ease prices and prevent further increases, 
the Government has significantly raised yellow maize imports in recent months, 
particularly for feed use. 

ecuador | Maize

countries where prices of one or more basic food commodity are at abnormal high levels which could negatively impact access to food

Nigeria | staple foods

Kenya | Maize

Food prices soared in January to record highs 
Prices of domestically-produced maize, millet, sorghum and white gari (staple 
food made from cassava) increased sharply in several markets in January, after good 
supplies from the recently-completed 2016 above-average harvest had put some 
downward pressure on prices late last year. Quotations of both local and imported 
rice also rose although at a slower pace. the persistent depreciation of the local 
currency and civil insecurity in some areas continued to affect market activities and 
underpin food prices, which reached record or near-record highs in January. the 
weak local currency has resulted in increased exports to neighbouring countries 
and subsequent pressure on domestic food supplies and prices. Moreover, currency 
weakness and removal of subsidies have increased fuel prices and consequently 
transport costs, reportedly up to 200-300 percent above average, leading to costlier 
and reduced imports. In the northern part of the country, the continued conflict has 
resulted in widespread disruption in agricultural and marketing activities, causing 
upward pressure on prices and a deterioration of food security conditions. In an 
effort to boost domestic production and reduce food prices, the Government banned 
maize exports in late September 2016 and has recently approved a set of measures, 
which include financing agricultural inputs and improving the efficiency of food 
distribution across the country. 

Maize and bean prices continued to increase in February     
Maize prices rose further in february in all monitored markets by up to 23 percent 
as the output of the short-rains harvest, recently completed in eastern and coastal 
lowlands, was sharply reduced following insufficient rainfall. Prices of maize in 
february were 30 to 40 percent higher than a year earlier also due to the below-
average long-rains harvest, completed in January in key-growing areas of the rift 
Valley. In drought-affected coastal counties, sharper year-on-year price increases 
were recorded and in Kwale, Kilifi, lamu, taraka nithi and Embu counties, maize 
prices in January were up to 64 percent higher than a year earlier. Prices of beans 
were also at high levels, up to 60 percent above their values in february last year. 
Most pastoral areas were affected by drought and prices of livestock declined in 
recent months as animal body conditions have deteriorated and pastoralists are 
reducing herd sizes. In Marsabit, Mandera and Garissa counties, prices of goats in 
January were 20 to 55 percent lower than a year earlier.
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DOmesTIC PRICe WaRNINgs contd.

somalia | Coarse grains 
Prices of maize and sorghum declined in February but still high   
Prices of locally-produced maize and sorghum, after increasing sharply in recent 
months, declined in february by 5 to 10 percent in several markets of central and 
Southern Somalia, including the capital, Mogadishu, as the recently-concluded 
deyr harvest, although well below average, increased supplies. Emergency food aid 
distributions also contributed to the downward pressure on prices. Despite the recent 
declines, however, coarse grain prices in february were up to more than twice their 
levels a year earlier due to a sharply-reduced 2016 cereal output, heavily affected by 
drought. Production last year was the lowest on record since the beginning of the 
conflict in 1988 and 45 percent lower than the average of the previous five years. 
In pastoral areas, drought caused shortages of grazing resources, with subsequent 
deterioration of livestock body conditions. Livestock prices sharply declined in recent 
months, especially in the south, and in february they were up to 60 percent lower than 
a year earlier. as a result of declining livestock prices and increasing cereal prices, terms 
of trade for pastoralists sharply deteriorated over the last 12 months. the equivalent in 
maize of a medium-sized goat declined in Buale market from 110 kg in february 2016 
to just 30 kg in february 2017. the severe drought has also caused a sharp decline in 
milk production and surge in its average price.

south sudan | staple foods  
Food prices surged in February
In the capital, Juba, prices of maize and sorghum surged by nearly 30 percent 
in february after some declines in January with the harvest of the 2016 second 
season crop in southern bi-modal rainfall areas. a reduced crop output and a further 
sharp depreciation of the local currency in february were the main drivers of the 
recent steep increase. Prices of other staples, including wheat flour, cassava 
and groundnuts, followed similar patterns. In the markets located in central and 
northern uni-modal rainfall areas, prices of sorghum continued the upward trend 
which started in December last year after the completion of 2016 harvests and 
increased by 6 to 20 percent in february. overall, food prices, in nominal terms, were 
between two to four times their levels in february last year due to insecurity, a tight 
supply situation, hyperinflation and a significant depreciation of the local currency.   
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sri Lanka | Rice   
Rice prices declined slightly, but at near-record levels
Prices of white rice decreased slightly in february reflecting improved supplies 
from the recently-increased imports and the onset of the 2017 main maha season 
harvest, which is, however, anticipated to be sharply reduced. the Government 
interventions to curb the price increases, including the imposition of maximum 
prices for rice (fPMa food Policies) and reductions of taxes on imported rice 
(fPMa food Policies), also contributed to the recent downward pressure. Prices, 
however, remained at near-record highs following the sharp increases of the past 
months due to the reduced 2016 secondary yala crop, harvested in September, 
following unseasonal dryness and subsequent floods. further support was provided 
by the unfavourable prospects for the maha crop, affected by below-average rainfall 
since the start of the season in october, which coupled with low irrigation water 
availability, resulted in significant cuts in the area planted and reduced yields. 
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DOmesTIC PRICe WaRNINgs contd.

Uganda | Maize

United Republic of Tanzania | Maize  

Prices of maize firm at record to near-record levels 
Prices of maize levelled off in february as the recently-completed second season 
harvest, although below average, increased market supplies. Prices in february were 
up to 60 percent higher than a year earlier and at record to near-record levels. the 
upward pressure from a reduced second season harvest, affected by poor rainfall 
in southeastern parts bordering lake Victoria, was compounded by a reduced first 
season harvest gathered last June/July and by sustained demand from neighbouring 
countries. In the capital, Kampala, prices of important staples, beans and cassava 
flour, were about 25 percent higher than a year earlier in february.
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Prices of maize continued to increase in February and remain high
Prices of maize continued to increase in february and reached record to near-record 
levels in all monitored markets. Prices were underpinned by the sharply-reduced 
vuli harvest, recently concluded in northern and eastern bi-modal rainfall areas, 
due to a severe drought. the upward pressure on prices was compounded by 
concerns over the performance of the 2017 msimu harvest, to be gathered from 
May in central and southern uni-modal rainfall areas due to early season dryness 
in Katavi, tabora, Singida and Dodoma regions where seasonal rainfall is reported 
less than half of the long-term average.

http://www.fao.org/giews/food-prices/price-warnings/en/
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Prices of coarse grains show mixed trends in the subregion, soaring in Nigeria   

In the Sahel belt, prices of coarse grains remained relatively stable or increased 
in february despite good domestic supplies from the above-average 2016 
harvests, completed in november, and adequate carryover stocks. Prices were 
mainly supported by strong demand from traders and institutional bodies for 
the replenishment of their stocks. In Mali, prices of locally-produced sorghum 
and millet remained mostly stable in february and around their year-earlier 
levels. By contrast, in Niger, prices of coarse grains increased in most markets 
and were higher than in february last year following the sharp increases 
in mid-2016 when seasonal trends were exacerbated by concerns about 
crop performance in some areas due to unfavourable weather. Similarly, in 
Burkina Faso, prices of millet and sorghum generally increased in february 
and were above their year-earlier levels. In Chad, prices of millet and 

sorghum remained relatively stable or eased further in January following the 
steep declines of the previous months and were well below their year-earlier 
values as a result of good supplies from the above-average 2016 harvest. In 
the coastal countries along the Gulf of Guinea, maize prices declined in Togo 
in most markets in January with the completion of the 2016 second season 
harvest. Prices were well below their year-earlier levels as a result of the good 
2016 aggregate output. In Nigeria, prices of domestically-produced coarse 
grains and tubers rose sharply in January, after the good supplies from the 
recently-completed 2016 above-average harvest had put some downward 
pressure on prices late last year. the continuing steep depreciation of the local 
currency, civil insecurity and soaring transport costs were the main drivers 
behind the sharp regain in prices.
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sOUTheRN aFRICa

maize prices under downward pressure but still overall high

tight regional supplies continued to sustain generally higher year-on-year 
maize prices. However, the favourable production outlook for the 2017 
harvests stemmed price rises and contributed to some declines. In South 
Africa, maize prices declined sharply for the second consecutive month in 
february and were well below their year-earlier levels, mostly pressured 
by expectations of a strong production recovery in 2017; the maize output 
is forecast to increase by more than 50 percent from last year’s drought-
affected level. Sustained appreciation of the local currency in early 2017 
also contributed to the falling prices, which averaged closer to export 
parity, in contrast to much of 2016 when they were trading above import 
parity. resulting lower import costs contributed to stabilize maize meal 
prices in import-dependent neighbouring countries, including Namibia 
and Swaziland, where, however, maize meal prices in January were still 
well above their year-earlier levels due to the impact of the 2015/16 
drought on local supplies. In importer Zimbabwe, prices of maize meal 

strengthened slightly in January, although they remained well below their 
levels a year earlier. the recent increase reflects the appreciation of the 
rand against the uS dollar (the main currency used in the country) that 
pushed up import costs of South african food commodities. the upward 
pressure was, however, partially offset by lower prices in South africa, 
the country’s main supplier. Prices of wheat flour also increased to levels 
above those a year earlier. In Mozambique, maize grain prices fell in 
most markets in January and february in anticipation of the 2017 harvest, 
which is expected to be close to average. However, in the southern market 
of chokwe, prices spiked in January and were nearly double their levels a 
year earlier due to the impact of tropical cyclone Dineo, which affected 
about 0.5 million people, as well as destroying infrastructure and crops. 
In Malawi, maize prices were reportedly stable or decreased in January 
with the continuation of Government sales, humanitarian assistance and 
imports.
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Retail prices of maize meal in Swaziland
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Retail prices of maize meal in Zimbabwe
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Retail prices of white maize in Mozambique
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easT aFRICa

Cereal prices followed mixed trends, but remained at record to near-record 
levels       

Prices of cereals followed mixed trends in february, but remained at 
record to near-record levels in most countries of the subregion as the 
2016 second season cereal outputs were sharply reduced following 
the failure of the october-December rains. In pastoral areas of Kenya, 
Somalia and southeastern Ethiopia, the deterioration of livestock body 
conditions and destocking by farmers, due to the negative impact of 
drought on pasture and water availability, resulted in a sharp decline of 
livestock prices in recent months. In these areas, the subsequent sharp 
decline of the terms of trade for pastoralists is severely constraining 
food access for large numbers of households. In Ethiopia, prices of 
maize started to seasonally increase in february, after declining in 
recent months with the 2016 meher harvest. Despite the recent increase, 
however, prices were still around their levels in february last year. In 
southeastern pastoral areas, deteriorating livestock body conditions 
and destocking by farmers due to drought led to a decline in livestock 
prices and in a sustained increase in prices of livestock products. In 
drought-affected Somali region, prices of milk, cheese and eggs rose, 
on average, by 40 percent from June last year. Similarly, in the Sudan, 
prices of domestically-produced sorghum and millet, the main staples, 
began to increase in february following seasonal patterns after the 
declines of the previous months. Prices of sorghum were, on average, 
20 percent lower than a year earlier, while prices of millet were around 
their year-earlier levels. Prices of wheat, mostly imported and consumed 
in urban areas, continued to soar in february and reached record highs 
after the austerity policy measures introduced last november caused a 
depreciation of the local currency and reduced fuel subsidies, leading 
to increased transport costs. In the United Republic of Tanzania, 
prices of maize continued to increase in february reaching record to 

near-record levels in all monitored markets as the upward pressure 
from the below-average vuli production was compounded by concerns 
over the performance of the msimu harvest, to be gathered from May 
in central and southern uni-modal rainfall areas, due to early season 
dryness in some areas. Similarly, in Kenya, maize prices continued 
to surge in february as the drought-driven failure of the short-rains 
harvest was exacerbated by unfavourable forecasts for the 2017 March 
to May long-rains rainy season in both bi-modal and uni-modal areas. 
Prices of maize in february were 30-40 percent higher than a year 
earlier on account of the reduced 2016 cereal production. In South 
Sudan, prices of maize and sorghum surged by nearly 30 percent in 
february in the capital, Juba, after some declines in January with the 
harvest of the 2016 second season crop in southern bi-modal rainfall 
areas. the reduced output and a further sharp depreciation of the local 
currency in february were the main drivers of the recent steep increase. 
overall, food prices in february were between two to four times their 
levels a year earlier in nominal terms due to insecurity, a tight supply 
situation, hyperinflation and a significant depreciation of the local 
currency. In Uganda, prices of maize levelled off in february as the 
recently-completed second season harvest increased supplies. Prices, 
however, remained at record to near-record levels due to a reduced 2016 
cereal production compounded by sustained demand from neighbouring 
countries. In Somalia, coarse grain prices declined in february in several 
markets as the recently-concluded deyr harvest, although well below 
average, increased supplies. Emergency food aid distribution also 
contributed to the downward pressure on prices. Despite the recent 
decline, prices remained well above their year-earlier levels as the 2016 
cereal output was sharply reduced following severe drought.
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Wholesale prices of maize in Ethiopia
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Latest Price
(Feb-17) 1M 3M 1Y

Wholesale prices of maize in the United Republic of Tanzania
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Wholesale prices of maize in Kenya
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Retail prices of maize and sorghum in South Sudan
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Retail prices of maize and sorghum in Somalia
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Domestic prices of rice generally strengthened in exporters, wheat prices stable    

In the main exporters of the subregion, domestic rice prices 
strengthened in february, often supported by an increase in sales. In 
India, prices rose slightly for the second consecutive month following 
exports to africa and asia coupled with large ongoing Government 
procurement purchases. as of early March, official estimates reported 
a record volume of 46.5 million tonnes of paddy procured in the current 
kharif marketing year, which started in october last year. this amount 
represents about 30 percent of the total season’s output. Quotations 
strengthened also in Cambodia and Myanmar, ahead of the 2016 
secondary season harvests and continued exports. In Viet Nam, supply 
tightness with the main winter/spring crop harvest to begin in late 
March and current season delays caused by excessive rains underpinned 
prices in february, which, however, remained below their year-earlier 
values. By contrast, in Thailand, improved supplies from a good 2016 
main crop harvest and slow demand pressured prices downwards. 
Prices were also weighed down by the resumption of Government 
stock releases in mid-february, following a five-month suspension. 
In China, the Philippines and Indonesia, rice prices were stable 
and close to their year-earlier levels reflecting adequate availabilities 
mainly from the 2016/17 harvests. In Bangladesh, rice prices increased 

somewhat following seasonal patterns and were above their year-earlier 
levels due to low imports and reduced 2016 boro and aus outputs. In 
Sri Lanka, rice prices decreased slightly reflecting improved supplies 
from recently-increased imports and the onset of the 2017 main maha 
harvest, although output is expected to be reduced. Prices, however, 
remained at near-record levels after the sharp increases in the past 
months due to the reduced 2016 secondary season output and the 
unfavourable prospects for the maha crop. as for wheat and wheat 
flour, prices were generally unchanged across most of the subregion. In 
India, the national average wheat price moved slightly up in february, 
ahead of the 2017 harvest, which is about to start and is officially 
estimated at a record level. amid expectations of the bumper crop, the 
Government is considering the re-imposition of the 25 percent tax on 
wheat imports, after its suspension in December (fPMa food Policies). 
Prices were relatively stable in Pakistan and China, reflecting adequate 
availabilities from the 2016 bumper harvests, and also in Bangladesh, 
Indonesia and Sri Lanka as a result of sustained imports in previous 
months. In Afghanistan, prices of mostly imported wheat flour declined 
or remained virtually unchanged in february mainly on account of the 
steady flow of imports from key suppliers, Kazakhstan and Pakistan.

Latest Price
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Retail prices of rice in India
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Wholesale prices of rice in Cambodia
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Latest Price
(Feb-17) 1M 3M 1Y

Wholesale prices of rice in Yangon, Myanmar

Percent Change
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Wholesale prices of rice in Viet Nam
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Wholesale prices of rice in Bangkok, Thailand
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Retail prices of rice in the Philippines
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Latest Price
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Retail prices of rice and wheat flour in Indonesia

Percent Change
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Retail prices of rice and wheat flour in Colombo, Sri Lanka
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Retail prices of wheat flour in Pakistan
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Retail prices of rice and wheat flour in Dhaka, Bangladesh
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Prices of wheat and wheat flour generally stable, except in exporters

In the exporting countries of the subregion, export prices of milling 
wheat increased in february, with the exception of Kazakhstan, where 
quotations remained virtually unchanged. In Ukraine, stable strong 
demand and tightening supplies supported domestic and export prices 
of wheat grain and wheat flour. In the Russian Federation, export prices 
of wheat rose mainly on account of a strengthening in the local currency 
which curbed export sales, although demand from Egypt remained firm 
and added further upward pressure. By contrast, domestic prices of wheat 
grain and wheat flour declined reflecting ample supplies from the record 
2016 crop and the stronger currency. In import-dependent countries of 
the subregion, prices of wheat flour were generally stable with a few 
exceptions. In Tajikistan, prices remained overall unchanged or weakened 
in february and were some 10 percent lower than a year earlier following 
the 2016 bumper crop and ample imports of wheat last year. Similarly, 
in Armenia, adequate market supplies from the good 2016 harvest and 

imports kept retail prices of wheat flour virtually unchanged and down 
from a year earlier. In Kyrgyzstan, prices of wheat flour were relatively 
stable in february and below their values a year earlier. the elimination 
of taxes on imported grain and flour in early 2016 contributed to lower 
prices. In Uzbekistan, despite a weak local currency, wheat flour prices 
remained unchanged in february since the Government regulates prices 
of main staple foods. In Georgia, prices of wheat flour stabilized after 
increasing in January due to a weak national currency and rising prices 
for transport. Despite some strengthening in february, which contributed 
to stabilize prices, the currency remained weak relative to the uS dollar. 
In January, the average nominal exchange rate was the weakest monthly 
average on record. In Azerbaijan, prices of imported wheat flour declined 
significantly in January, reflecting ample volumes of imported wheat. 
Imports of wheat in 2016 were reportedly some 18 percent higher than 
in 2015.
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Wholesale prices of wheat and wheat flour in Ukraine
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Export prices of milling wheat
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Latest Price
(Feb-17) 1M 3M 1Y

Retail prices of wheat flour in Kyrgyzstan
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Retail prices of wheat flour in Georgia
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Retail prices of wheat flour in Tajikistan
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Wholesale prices of wheat and wheat flour in the Russian Federation
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maize prices followed mixed trends but remained low, those of beans generally 
increased   

White maize prices weakened in several countries of the subregion in 
february and were overall well below their year-earlier levels reflecting the 
good 2016/17 main and secondary season harvests, which led a recovery 
in the aggregate national outputs after two years of drought-reduced 
crops. In El Salvador, maize prices declined and were more than 
one-third below their year-earlier values with imports also contributing 
to the downward pressure. In Guatemala, imports from Mexico and new 
supplies from the eastern-producing areas and the Petén Department led 
to a slight decline of prices in february and kept them nearly 20 percent 
down compared to a year earlier. Prices weakened somewhat also in 
Honduras and were some 30 percent lower than in february last year. 
By contrast, prices increased in Nicaragua ahead of the third 2016/17 
apante harvest in March, but were still around 30 percent lower than 
their year-earlier levels reflecting the good primera and postrera harvests 
gathered in the past months. In Mexico, prices of staple maize tortillas 
rose significantly for the second consecutive month in february and were 
about 13 percent higher than a year earlier due to increased production 
costs following the hike in petrol prices (fPMa food Policies) and those 
of other Government-regulated utilities. Prices increased in spite of 
ample domestic availabilities from the record 2016 aggregate output. In 

Haiti, prices of locally-produced maize meal remained relatively stable 
in february and below their levels a year earlier in most markets, with 
the main exception of the southern market of les cayes, where prices 
continued to increase in february and were well above their year-earlier 
levels due to the lingering effects of Hurricane Matthew. Prices of red 
beans increased seasonally in february ahead of the 2016/17 apante 
harvest. In Honduras and Nicaragua, prices rose sharply in february 
and were more than 10 percent higher than a year earlier on account 
of seasonal pressure exacerbated by sustained subregional demand. In 
El Salvador, prices of red beans also rose but only slightly and remained 
down from february last year as a result of adequate volumes of imports 
and the good main postrera harvest. In Guatemala, where black beans 
are the variety mostly consumed and produced, prices weakened further 
mainly reflecting  new supplies from the harvest in the northern Petén 
Department. In Mexico, black bean prices increased in february and were 
higher than a year earlier mainly due to higher producer prices. In Haiti, 
black and red bean prices followed mixed trends in february, increasing in 
southern markets affected by the hurricane, while declining in others with 
the autumn harvest. In the Dominican Republic, prices of red and black 
beans were stable in february after declining in the previous months.  

Latest Price
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Wholesale prices of red beans in Central America
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Wholesale prices of white maize in Central America
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maize prices generally declined, those of wheat products followed mixed trends   

Prices of yellow maize generally declined in february mainly reflecting the 
overall favourable 2017 production outlook, with the harvests ongoing or 
about to begin in most countries. In Argentina, maize prices decreased 
sharply in february with the early start of the 2017 harvest, which is 
expected to exceed last year’s record level. a seasonal slowdown in 
demand from neighbouring countries also contributed to the downward 
pressure. Prices, however, remained at relatively high levels in nominal 
terms. In Brazil, prices of yellow maize fell and were around 17 percent 
down from a year earlier, mainly reflecting new supplies from the ongoing 
first season harvest, which is expected at a good level on account of 
increased plantings. Prices declined also in Bolivia despite some concerns 
over the new main harvest but remained well above their year-earlier 
levels after the sharp increases in the first half of last year due to the 
drought-reduced 2016 main season harvest. In importers Colombia and 
Peru, maize prices were pressured downwards by sustained imports. the 
exception to the general declining trend is Ecuador, where maize prices 
increased further in february. tight supplies from the reduced 2016 output 
exacerbated seasonal trends with the main winter harvest to begin in 
april. regarding wheat products, prices of wheat grain in key producer 

and exporter, Argentina, strengthened further in february in line with 
trends in the export market and were 30 percent higher than a year 
earlier. Solid demand continued to provide upward pressure in spite of 
the 2016 bumper crop. Prices of wheat flour, however, declined for the 
first time in the past several months, although they were still more than 
60 percent higher year-on-year. In Brazil, which imports around half of its 
consumption requirements, prices of wheat flour also declined in february 
and were well below their values a year earlier, pressured by high imports 
and supplies from the recent harvest. In importer Bolivia, prices of wheat 
flour changed little in february with abundant volumes of imported wheat 
contributing to maintain markets adequately supplied despite the reduced 
2016 output. In other major importers, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru, 
wheat flour prices remained virtually unchanged on account of generally 
good market supplies. In Chile, prices of wheat grain continued to decline 
in february with new availabilities from the recently-completed harvest. 
Prices of staple rice remained relatively stable in most countries of the 
subregion in february, while they continued to weaken in Brazil, the 
subregion’s main producer, reflecting the favourable outlook for the 2017 
harvest which is about to start.
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Wholesale prices of yellow maize in Ecuador
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